302                                     BENDING OF RODS.                             [ART. 55
Let the axes of f, t] be fixed in the material of the rod and be the transverses of reference. When the rod is strained, let Px, Py, Pz be the principal normal, binormal and tangent at P, then P£ coincides with Pz, and Pf makes some angle </> with Px. The figure of Art. 54 may be used to represent the strained position of the rod, the axes P£, Prj, P£ are not drawn but may easily be supplied by the description just given.
The stress at the point P of the strained rod consists of (1) a force which we may suppose to be resolved into two components, one along the generating line of the cylinder and the other parallel to the plane of XT. (2) A couple G (r — r^, whose axis is the tangent Pz, and two couples AK and ~ AK^ whose axes are Py and Py respectively; where
sin «! cos oil              cos2 o^             cos2 a
T'=—— •    Kl=~^~'    * = ^T'
and rds is the elementary angle between the planes £PP', PP'%' in the strained rod.
Examining first the stress force, we find, as in Art. 54, that the component parallel to the plane of XY is zero. The stress force at every point P therefore acts along the generating line of the cylinder] let this force be R, and let it be transferred to the axis of the cylinder by introducing a couple Ra.
Taking next the stress couples, we find by the same reasoning that the component about any axis parallel to the plane of XY is zero. Let us first equate to zero the moment about Px; since Px is perpendicular to Py, Pz and to the axis of the couple Ra, and makes with Prj an angle ^7r + <£, we have ^ sin 0 = 0. Since K! is not zero (as it was in Art. 54), it follows that <p = 0. The axes P£ and Px therefore coincide and the couples AK and — AKI have a common axis Py, viz. the binormal of the strained helix. The angle rds is also equal to the angle between the consecutive osculating planes to the strained helix, i.e. r = sin a cos a/a.
Equating to zero the moment about a perpendicular to the plane passing through Px and the generator of the cylinder, we have             Ra = — A sin a (K — /Cj) + G cos a (T — TX).........(1).
Equating the moment about a generator to the corresponding moment at the terminal we have
G = A cos a (K - /cx) + G sin a (r - TL)............(2).

